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PERMISSIONS AND COPYRIGHT GUIDELINES

Javelin’s 2018 Identity Fraud Report provides comprehensive analysis of fraud trends in the context of a changing technological and regulatory environment in order to inform consumers, financial institutions, and businesses on the most effective means of fraud prevention, detection, and resolution.

The comprehensive analysis of identity fraud trends is independently produced by Javelin Strategy & Research and made possible with support from Identity Guard, a leading provider of proactive identity theft protection services for consumers. This study is the nation’s longest-running study of identity fraud, with 74,000 respondents surveyed since 2003.

A thank you to our sponsor, Identity Guard, for making this report available to Javelin Advisory Services clients for their internal use only.

Only Sponsors of this year’s identity fraud study have sole rights to use of any graphics and data listed in the 2018 Identity Fraud report exclusively for their marketing campaigns and any other public purpose.

Javelin retains the ownership of the survey, raw data, methodology and all other project deliverables. While Javelin may selectively grant other non-competing organizations selective rights to use the project’s findings in other public venues, we retain ultimate discretion over such decisions.

Javelin Advisory Services clients and other non-sponsors do not have immediate rights to cite any findings in their marketing campaigns, press releases, webinars, or any other external communications. Please inquire with your Javelin Relationship Manager about licensing rights to cite or otherwise reproduce data findings or graphs.
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OVERVIEW

With all of the data and tools at their disposal and unprecedented levels of sophistication, criminals are engaging in complex identity fraud schemes that are leaving record numbers of victims in their wake. This degree of complexity, which can target a single victim but span multiple organizations, means that an organization can no longer reasonably expect to protect its customers through its efforts alone. In 2017, there were 16.7 million victims of identity fraud, a record high that followed a previous record the year before. None of the factors that contributed to this record and the other records set the past two years have subsided. As the disease of identity fraud reaches the level of an epidemic, prevention will require a new level of cooperation to eliminate the places that fraud has found to hide, fester, and spread, while effective detection and resolution will become more important than ever before.

Javelin’s Prevention, Detection & Resolution® Model

![Javelin’s Prevention, Detection & Resolution® Model](image)

**Prevention**
- **How it works:** Stops identity fraud at the source, preventing unauthorized access to and use of private data. If identity theft has occurred, these methods thwart the criminal’s use of private information to obtain funds.

**Detection**
- **How it works:** Detection of fraudulent activity occurs through company monitoring systems, account monitoring, consumer alerts, reviewing credit reports, and other methods for identifying suspicious activity.

**Resolution**
- **How it works:** After identity has occurred, victims and the institutions holding their accounts use services and tools to restore their accounts, credit, and identity to its pre-fraud state.

Source: Javelin Strategy & Research, 2018

RECOMMENDATIONS

**Consumers**

**Turn on two-factor authentication wherever possible.** Enabling two-factor authentication on sites that have that capability, where a separate action must be taken beyond providing a username and password to access an account, can make it significantly more difficult for fraudsters to take over your accounts. For sites without two-factor authentication, use strong passwords or a password manager to secure accounts.

**Secure your devices.** With consumers increasingly relying on their digital devices to obtain goods and services, making purchases and sharing personal information, criminals have shifted their focus to these devices for the access they can provide to accounts and the information they store or transmit. Secure online and mobile devices by instituting a screen lock, encrypting data stored on the devices, avoiding public Wi-Fi and/or using a VPN, and installing anti-malware.
Place a security freeze. If you are not planning to open new accounts in the near future, a freeze on your credit report can prevent anyone else from opening one in your name. This is especially important if you have been a victim of a data breach that has exposed sensitive personally identifiable information. Credit freezes must be placed with all three credit bureaus and prevents everyone except existing creditors and certain government agencies from accessing your credit report. Although costs vary per state, typically each bureau charges less than $20. Should you need to open an account requiring a credit check, the freeze can be lifted through the credit bureaus.

Sign up for account alerts everywhere. A variety of financial service providers, including depository institutions, credit card issuers and brokerages, provide their customers with the option to receive notifications of suspicious activity — as do businesses in other industries, such as email and social media providers. These notifications can often be received through email or text message, making some notifications immediate, and some go so far as to allow their customers to specify the scenarios under which they want to be notified, so as to reduce false alarms.

Protect yourself from unauthorized online transactions. As EMV makes fraud at physical stores more challenging, fraudsters are now targeting online merchants. Some financial institutions offer alerts for online transactions, the ability to institute limits on online transactions, or even advanced controls through 3-D Secure (e.g., Verified by Visa, SecureCode from Mastercard, etc.). These can help quickly detect and even prevent online fraud.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS OF THE STUDY

ID FRAUD ON THE RISE

Identity fraud victims increased by 8%, rising to 16.7 MILLION U.S. consumers.

Fraudsters adapted to net 1.3 MILLION more victims in 2017 stealing $16.8 BILLION from U.S. consumers.

Fraudsters are getting more sophisticated in their attacks, using stealthier and more complex schemes.
2018 Identity Fraud Trends

1. **In 2017, 6.64 percent** of consumers became victims of **identity fraud**
   - An increase of over **one million victims** from the previous year, driven by growth in existing non-card fraud (ENCF) and account takeover (ATO).

2. **Account takeover grew significantly** tripling over the past year, reaching a four-year high
   - ATO Victims
   - Paid an average of **$290** out-of-pocket and spent **15 hours** on average in resolving fraud.
   - Account takeover losses reached **$5.1 billion**

3. **Online shopping** presents the greatest fraud risk
   - Card-not-present Fraud is now
   - **81%** more prevalent than point-of-sale fraud

4. **Fraudsters getting more sophisticated** using stealthier and more complex monetization schemes
   - Fraudsters are blurring lines between fraud types, as 1.5 million victims of existing account fraud also had a fraudulent intermediary account opened in their name.
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2018 Survey Data Collection

The 2018 ID Fraud survey was conducted online among 5,000 U.S. adults over age 18; this sample is representative of the U.S. census demographics distribution. Data collection took place from November 1-16, 2017. Final data was weighted by SSI, while Javelin was responsible for data cleaning, processing, and reporting. Data is weighted using 18+ U.S. Population Benchmarks on age, gender, race/ethnicity, education, census region, and metropolitan status from the most current CPS targets.

In adherence with best practices, in 2011 Javelin also moved from bracketed dollar amount calculations to true open-end numerical dollar calculations. On continuous variables captured from numerical open-ended items, extreme outliers were identified using a standard rule of approximately 2 standard deviations above the mean to retain consistency year over year. These extreme outliers were replaced with mean values to minimize their disproportionate effect on final weighted estimates. Where responses pertained to a range in value (e.g., “one day to less than one week”), the midpoint of the range, rounded up to the nearest whole unit, was used to calculate the median or mean value. For example: If the response selected for number of days to detection was one day to less than one week, the assigned value would be the midpoint of one day and seven days, inclusive, or four days. To ensure consistency in comparing year-to-year changes, historical figures for average fraud amounts have been adjusted for inflation using the Consumer Price Index.
Due to rounding errors, the percentages on graphs may add up to 100% plus or minus 1%.

**Categorizing Fraud by FTC methodology**

With one exception, this report continues to classify fraud within the three categories originally defined by the FTC in 2003. For 2005 and beyond, debit card fraud has been recategorized as existing card accounts fraud instead of existing non-card accounts fraud. Javelin believes this change reflects a more accurate representation of debit card fraud, because much of its means of compromise, fraudulent use, and detection methods parallel those of credit cards.

The categories of fraud are listed below from least to most serious:

- **Existing card accounts**: This category includes both the account numbers and/or the actual cards for existing credit and card-linked debit accounts.
- **Existing non-card accounts**: This category includes existing checking and savings accounts, and existing loans and insurance, telephone, and utilities accounts.
- **New accounts and other frauds**: This category includes new accounts or loans for committing theft, fraud, or other crimes using the victim’s personal information.
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Deviation From FTC and 2003 Methodology and Reporting

When the report cites victims’ average financial damages or resolution times in dollars or hours, the entire amount of damages or losses is placed into every type of fraud the victims suffered. For example, for a victim who reports that a total of $100 is obtained for both new accounts and other frauds category and existing card accounts, the $100 is counted in both categories. This method of reporting costs by types of fraud will not change the overall total costs of fraud across all three categories, but the average in dollars or time associated in the three types of fraud should not be summed because the result will be overlapping amounts.

Survey Questionnaire

The set of questions and underlying methodology used for this report were identical to or highly similar to those in the 2017, 2016, 2015, 2014, 2013, 2012, 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, and 2003 surveys. Some structural adjustments were made in 2011 to adapt CATI-based questions to web-based questions. All changes were made under the purview of experienced methodologists. Therefore, Javelin continues to provide longitudinal trends on various subjects, such as incidence rates and detection methods.

In addition, Javelin added a number of discrete new questions in 2012 to further explore the significance of past responses as well as to identify new trends around emerging technologies. In particular, Javelin sought to gain a better understanding of consumer behaviors regarding organizations contacted after fraud has occurred.

Margin of Error

The ID fraud report estimates key fraud metrics for the current year using a base of consumers experiencing identity fraud in the past six years. Other behaviors are reported based on data from all identity fraud victims in the survey (i.e., fraud victims experiencing fraud up to six years ago) as well as total respondents, where applicable.

For questions answered by all 5,000 respondents, the maximum margin of sampling error is +/- 1.39 percentage points at the 95% confidence level. For questions answered by all 927 identity fraud victims, the maximum margin of sampling error is +/- 3.22 percentage points at the 95% confidence level.

Contributing Organizations

The study was made possible in part by Identity Guard. To preserve the project’s independence and objectivity, the sponsors of this project was not involved in the tabulation, analysis, or reporting of final results.